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adidas Consortium recently teamed Copenhagen fashion brand Norse Projects, with Agravic and Terrex professional outdoor cross-
country running shoes classic's Campus 80s as a blueprint to create a group of "Layers" by the series. The design of the two pairs
are inspired from the Danish natural landscape, such as the Terrex Agravic is the use of shallow sand tone low-key, into the Norse
Projects style and elegant texture for this pair of shoes was full of exogenous GORE-TEX households, also provide a strong
waterproof material. Another pair of Campus 80s chose the black asphalt color, with more portable Primeknit uppers, about Logo
tongue concise area identity. 

It is reported that 
Norse Projects x adidas Consortium Group signed a "Layers" series in August 9th will be the first through the Norse Projects online
mall and store sale; then August 19th landing Adidas Consortium designated retailers. 

Asics, Gel-Lyte, V, Bulls, of, Pamplona 
as one of the world's most famous brand shoes, Asics not only continued to study fine professional running shoes and then launched
a series of functional shoes, but also will always own classic run to more creative form of introduction. This is part of Asics's
persistence in running shoes, and in these years, the GEL series is the focus of the brand's Retro Running, and is also the classic of
vintage runner enthusiasts. 
The 
Asics draws inspiration from the Spanish Festival, with two GEL series shoes as the core, introduced the "Bulls of Pamplona" don't
note models including Gel-Lyte, V and Gel-Sight, of which the former is the classic Gel-Lyte, V and III each year in cooperation with
the joint and the name has a fashion shop. "The festival" to do note reminds us once the "Love or Hate Pack" or past Valentine's day,
but with these different models, the Bulls of Pamplona is used in black and red collocation, the Gel-Lyte V still followed the classic
design style, nubuck leather and wax with a very beautiful feeling. 
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